Partner A:

[Image of a bus]

Partner B:

[Image of a train]

Discussion:
Your photographs show different kinds of transportation. Which do you prefer? Discuss pros and cons of these types of transportation.
Partner A:

Your photographs show different kinds of food. Which is more healthy? Discuss why it is important to cook fresh food and eat healthy.
Discussion:
Your photographs show different holiday spots. Where would you like to go on holidays? Discuss what is nice about a hiking holiday and vacations on the beach.
Partner A:

Discussion:
Your photographs show different jobs. One is more hands-on and dirty, the other is in the office. What job do you want to do in the future?
Give reasons and discuss your choices with your partner.
Discussion:
Your photographs show different types of sport. What do you do to keep fit? Discuss.
Partner A: Your photographs show young people doing social work in their free time. This is very good for any application. Do you do social work?

Partner B: Discuss, which kind of social work you would or wouldn’t like.

Discussion: Your photographs show young people doing social work in their free time. This is very good for any application. Do you do social work? Discuss, which kind of social work you would or wouldn’t like.
Discussion:
Your photographs show teenagers meeting at a centre for the youth and in the park. Where do you meet your friends? Discuss, if the town should provide more places for the youth to meet.
Your photographs people watching movies.
Where do you watch movies and with whom?
Discuss some movies you like and say why.
Partner A:

Your photographs show young people playing instruments. Do you play an instrument? Discuss, which instrument you would like to play and say why.